Dear Parents and Friends of AITIS,

As we come to the end of the First Semester of the School Year 2021-2022, we cannot help but reflect on the incredible journey it has been. Starting the school year with the online mode of instruction without meeting each other face-to-face seemed daunting but "Together We Made It Work". The resilience and adaptability shown by our students, staff, and parents have indeed been commendable.

As AITIS carried on with the academic pursuits the extracurricular activities were not forgotten. Teachers and staff got more creative in their attempts to provide enriching experiences for our students.

You can't use up creativity; the more you use, the more you have.

- Maya Angelou
LOY KRATHONG FESTIVAL
The Loy Krathong celebration saw students watch videos related to the history of this festival, do coloring and craft activities related to the theme, and dance in groups to the tune of the famous Loy Krathong song.

VIRTUAL FIELD TRIP
This year’s virtual field trip was another feather in the cap for AITIS. The online mode of learning meant that the children could not physically visit any place, so the teachers made an earnest attempt to bring the world to them through various videos from around the world. A special thanks to the AITIS alumni who contributed to the video collection. It was wonderful to see our ex-students give back to their alma mater providing a perfect example for their juniors. Our children enjoyed themselves watching the personalized videos showcasing many countries, landmarks, festivals, and other interesting topics.
The AITIS family would also like to extend a warm welcome to the newest member of our staff Ms. Jovita Ohaji from Nigeria. She will be teaching Grade 5B starting from January 2022.

Thank you all from the bottom of our hearts for your continued support of AITIS throughout this semester. Facing the new challenges and growing together has been the greatest strength of the AITIS family.

As we go on a much-deserved semester-end break, we would like to thank you once again for your unwavering support and cooperation. Wishing everyone a relaxing break and a safe and Happy New Year 2022.

And suddenly you know: It’s time to start something new and trust the magic of beginnings.

Sincerely,
Ms. Megha Gurung
School Coordinator
Hello fellow readers! Last month, on November 29th, the AITIS school celebrated a virtual Loy Krathong! Let’s look at all the fun activities we did that day!

Loy Krathong is one of the most widely celebrated events in Thailand! It is the celebration of light and water to bring good luck to the whole country. This year, during our online classes on Friday, 19th November the whole AITIS celebrated this national festival. All grades from 1 - 6 were taught traditional Thai dance and performed it on the 19th of November.

We all danced to a Loy Krathong song that we learned from our Thai teachers and floated virtual krathongs. On a website, we made our virtual krathongs with our wishes and lucky tokens. Everybody enjoyed this activity a lot! The students also discussed with their teachers a few things about Loy Krathong. What were our wishes? The most common wish was for covid to go away (doesn’t everyone want that to happen?) What was Loy Krathong about? Why do we celebrate it? We discussed these major points together as a class and the discussion was amazing.
This year the Loy Krathong was different, but it was still a lot of fun to do! Because of the new Covid-19 Pandemic, our classes have been moved online, and a celebration such as Loy Krathong always makes the online lessons more fun! These past years online learning platforms have been so memorable and so was this year’s Loy Krathong!

That concludes my report on this year’s celebration of Loy Krathong! I hope that you are safe and healthy, and I hope you have a nice day! Until Next time, goodbye!

THIS IS AISHEE PAL, (GRADE 5B) SIGNING OFF!
WAYS TO HELP YOUR KIDS WANT TO DO THEIR HOMEWORK

According to Kelsey Komorowski, follow the following ways:

1. Shifting Students to “Learners”
2. Stepping Back, So They Can Step Up
3. Ask, Model, Tell (Create Better Choices)
4. Communicate Respectfully

Watch this fantastic webinar recording:

You're Not the Homework Police! How to Help Your Kids Self-Motivate with School

You’re Not The Homework Police!: How to Help Your Kids Self...

Education Consultant Kelsey Komorowski explains four ways you can help your kid...
“Life as a teacher begins the day you realise that you are always a learner.” On Wednesday, 24 November 2021, AITIS held another enriching professional development workshop for the AITIS teachers and staff. Called ‘Smile, Smart and Support,’ the workshop was led by an accomplished ‘total well-being therapist,’ Mr. Danut Chantawat, casually known as Ryan.

The workshop focused on understanding the ‘different dimensions of wellness,’ namely: intellectual, emotional, physical, social, occupational, financial, environmental and spiritual; a topic designed to help the teachers and staff of AITIS cope with the stresses caused by the unprecedented changes due to the global COVID-19 pandemic.

Ryan pointed out that laughter and learning are vital factors to relieve stress; boost the immune system; lower blood pressure; elevate one’s mood; and reduce any form of pain, whether physical, emotional, or mental. These outcomes, he informed us, are because laughter causes the body to release chemicals, like endorphins, that act as a natural painkiller, enhance a person’s looks, and enable them to maintain a positive outlook in life.
Mr. Danut additionally informed us that laughter has been proven to be highly contagious, and to also possibly contribute to an individual’s lifespan.

Moreover, he posited that taking the time to reflect and journal the day’s work, experiences, feelings, and discoveries creates a well-balanced, positive, stress-free life in the midst of the pressing demands of work, and other factors that cause stress.

Laughter and Learning

- Relieves stress
- Boosts the immune system
- Lower blood pressure
- Elevates mood (dopamine and serotonin)
- Reduces pain (endorphins and serotonin)
- Helps you stay positive
- Makes you attractive
- Is contagious
- Helps you live longer

Overall, my take is that this workshop encouraged and further equipped the AITIS teachers and staff to better handle the stressful conditions of, and situations caused by, the COVID-19 pandemic. Let me reference an inspirational quote from F. Sionil Jose, who said,

"The influence of teachers extends beyond the classroom, well into the future. It is they who shape and enrich the minds of the young, who touch their hearts and souls. It is they who shape a nation's future."

Ernesto Jr. Esguerra
Ohaji Jovita
Janya Jansrongkrod
Spoin Chinnanettrakul
Jayice T. Plongo
Nattaya
Mayureek Kaenjawarng
Sophal Meas
ICT Vinita
Yvette Samson
Leila Marie Gonzalez
Mornpip Meenil
Nanette
Prangjit
Anjelo
WHAT BETTER WAY FOR THE AITIS TEACHERS AND STAFF TO END A MID-WEEK AFTERNOON THAN TO HAVE A SEAMLESS, PRODUCTIVE, AND ENRICHING WORKSHOP? MUCH APPRECIATION TO THE SCHOOL MANAGEMENT TEAM AND ORGANISERS FOR PUTTING THE TEACHERS’ PD WORKSHOP TOGETHER.

BY: TEACHER LEILA MARIE GONZALES
Sarah and Natasha made an appointment to go to buy some lipstick at a luxury department store in Siam Square area.

They both planned to meet at “M”, a burger restaurant, at 11 am.

Sarah took public transportation so Sarah arrived there at 10.50 am.

Sarah read and waited at the restaurant until 11.20 am but Natasha didn’t yet show up.

Sarah didn’t any messages from Natasha.

Finally, Sarah decided to go back home.

1) 2 girls made an appointment at a luxury department store in Siam Square area.
2) They made an appointment at 11 am.
3) Sarah wanted to buy some lipsticks.
4) Sarah took skytrain.
5) Natasha used a private car.
6) Sarah loves reading.
7) Natasha arrived late.
8) Natasha didn’t text to Sarah.
9) Sarah phone had no credit for making a phone call.
10) After waiting, Sarah was angry and went back home.
Dhanut Chantawat (Ryan)

- B.L., Chulalongkorn University
- M.Ed. (Educational Psychology), SWU
- Certificate of Completion “Brain Gym 101”
  The Educational Kinesiology Foundation (USA)
- Studied at CREN: Centre de Recherche en Éducation
de Nantes, Université de Nantes, FRANCE
- A++ Mind Map from Tony Buzan himself
- Certificate of Completion “Happiness Ambassador (18th)”
  Thai Health Promotion Foundation (ThaiHealth)
Progressive Muscle Relaxation

Activity

Yes, I am
On the 30th of November 2021st AIT International school held for the first time ever Online Visual Learning Field Trip due to the COVID 19 pandemic situation.

At 8:30 AM we started watching the videos that were made by AITIS staff and alumni, giving the facts about great places that they are staying or visiting. After every video, we did an activity dedicated to each video that had just been watched. It may be question and answer, poster making, or discussing our favorite parts and collecting points. There were videos of all kinds; from entertaining ones such as the Elephant Show, or Icon Siam’s Water Fountains, to educative ones like the Fresh Water Mangroves or the Chao Priya Dam, even some with just magnificently beautiful sights such as the Tasmania City Tour, The Rooftop Garden, or The Niagara Falls.

Those videos tell a lot of interesting facts. In the Fresh Water Mangroves in India, they push bamboo stems deep into the mud around mangroves to protect them from strong water waves. Or, Tokyo has different types of bullet trains which are painted differently depending on the train line. Its speed is 320 km/h while the Bangkok BTS Skytrain’s speed is only 80 km/h. Or, the Tesla car has sensors around itself to enable autopilot mode, which makes the car drives itself safely.
The Botanic Garden in Singapore was founded in 1859 and was given as a UNESCO world heritage site in 2015. It was divided into four main zones: The Rubber, Orchids, Bamboo, and Trellis plants. The rubber plants were a great help in the 19-20th century for their productions.

The trips ended at 11:45 AM with a lot of fun. Although, we cannot be there to feel the sunshine, breathe the air, nor smell the flowers (etc) so we didn’t truly have the memories, this Online Visual Learning Field Trip still opened a whole new light, that students sit in one place but can “visit” many different places and learn many new things.

OUR GREATEST THANKS TO THOSE TO FILMED THE VIDEOS!
FIELD-TRIP GARDEN

STREET MARKET WITH VARIOUS STALLS ON SATURDAYS
c. What is the widely used train in Tokyo?

1. JR Line
2. MR line
VIRTUAL FIELD TRIP

DUBAI MIRACLE GARDEN

SINGAPORE BOTANIC GARDEN

MANGROVE GARDEN

BY: INAYA, RIFAH, AND AKARAT

Inaya Jahan Ahmad

Akarat

Nesto Jr Esguerra

Varoon (for Papungkorn)

Ms. Beth

Nishmita Patil
Pre-Kindergarten

Spotted a bullet train!
• COMPLETE NAME: JAMES TOLENTINO GONZALES
• NICKNAME: JAMES
• NATIONALITY/COUNTRY: PHILIPPINES
• HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN TEACHING? 21 YEARS
• WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO BE A TEACHER? BEING A TEACHER IS A NOBLE PROFESSION, AND IT’S THE ONLY PROFESSION THAT MOLDS THE FUTURE OF ALL GENERATIONS.
• WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE QUOTE? EVERY PAIN GIVES A LESSON AND EVERY LESSON CHANGES A PERSON.
• WOULD YOU RATHER LIVE ON THE BEACH OR IN THE MOUNTAIN? MOUNTAIN
• ARE YOU MARRIED? YES
• HOW MANY CHILDREN DO YOU HAVE? ONE (1)
• DO YOU HAVE ANY PETS? WHAT IS IT? YES - DOG
• WHAT ARE YOUR HOBBIES? RIDING A MOTORCYCLE AND TRAVELING
• WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE WAYS TO RELAX? WATCHING MOVIES, LISTENING TO MUSIC.

• COMPLETE NAME: RATHNA DE SILVA
• NICKNAME: NO NICKNAME
• NATIONALITY/COUNTRY: SRI LANKAN
• HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN TEACHING? 22 YEARS - AT THAILAND AIT - 7 YEARS, DUBAI 8 YEARS, SRI LANKA 7 YEARS
• WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO BE A TEACHER? I HAVE CHOSEN A TEACHING JOB BECAUSE TEACHING IS FUN, ENCOURAGING CHILDREN IS FUN AND TEACHING IS A WAY TO HELP THE COMMUNITY.
• WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE QUOTE? "DO YOUR BEST AND RELAX YOUR MIND"
• WOULD YOU RATHER LIVE ON THE BEACH OR IN THE MOUNTAINS? BEACH
• ARE YOU MARRIED? YES
• HOW MANY CHILDREN DO YOU HAVE? 2 SONS
• DO YOU HAVE ANY PETS? WHAT IS IT? FISHES
• WHAT ARE YOUR HOBBIES? GARDENING AND CREATING BEAUTIFUL ART AND CRAFTS
• WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE WAYS TO RELAX? MEDITATING
GOOD MORNING MRS. ANUSHREE!

MOST OF US CALL YOU MRS. ANUSHREE BUT WE DON'T KNOW YOUR FULL NAME. SO, CAN YOU PLEASE TELL US YOUR FULL NAME?

- COMPLETE NAME: ANUSHREE PAL

- THANK YOU, MRS. ANUSHREE, AND MAY WE ALSO KNOW YOUR NICKNAME? NICKNAME: ANU

- NATIONALITY/COUNTRY: INDIA

- HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN TEACHING AND WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO BE A TEACHER? 10 YEARS SINCE 2011 OH! THAT WAS THE SAME YEAR THAT I WAS BORN! BECAUSE I LIKE TO TEACH AND LIKE TO WORK WITH CHILDREN.

- MAY WE PLEASE KNOW YOUR FAVORITE QUOTE MRS. ANUSHREE? "PROMISES TO KEEP, DREAMS TO FULFILL, AND MILES TO GO."

- WOULD YOU RATHER LIVE ON THE BEACH OR IN THE MOUNTAIN? IN THE BEACH

- NEXT TWO QUESTIONS, ARE YOU MARRIED? YES HOW MANY CHILDREN DO YOU HAVE? 2 GIRLS

- THANK YOU, AND I KNEW THAT YOU HAVE TWO CHILDREN BECAUSE THEY ARE BOTH VERY GOOD FRIENDS OF MINE. ANYWAYS, DO YOU HAVE ANY PETS? WHAT ARE THEY?

- DO YOU HAVE ANY PETS? WHAT IS IT? NO PETS BUT LIKES BIRDS.

- WHAT ARE YOUR HOBBIES? READING BOOKS AND COOKING.

AND LASTLY, WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE WAYS TO RELAX?

TURN ON THE MUSIC AND THEN RELAX.

THANK YOU SO MUCH MRS. ANUSHREE AND I KNOW THAT RIGHT NOW YOU ARE IN INDIA SO ENJOY BONDING WITH YOUR FAMILY AND STAY SAFE ALWAYS. BYE!!!
"My Surprise Story"
By: Mawarisa Incharoen
Grade 1 C

First
One day, I and daddy went to the pet store.

Next
I saw colorful parrots; they are so cute.

Then
I want to buy more parrots but daddy don’t buy it for me because I already have a pet parrot at home. I am so sad.

Last
I came back home and surprised to see my pet Parry hatching her eggs.

The End

My Surprise Story
by: Piyachinda
Grade 1 - Sunflower

First, I will take my paper plane and go to Chyapol’s house with my father, mother, and my brother.

Next, I will hide in the tree.

Then, I will throw my paper plane to Chyapol’s house.

Lastly, Chyapol get it and read the name and he will surprise that I will come to play with him.
How the Internet affects children
Essay by Karynne Lois Lepiten, Grade 6

Being addicted to the internet can badly affect us. How? Well, in this essay I’ll explain that. Before getting into this, please note that going on the internet is not bad, but you need to be responsible.

Let's start off with talking about social media. Social media is commonly used around the world as it helps contact and entertain people. You can even communicate with strangers, which is why sometimes...

It can be very dangerous, why? Remember, they might be complete strangers, and you don't know about them in real life, you only know about their profile online, which they could be lying about. This is why, if you do happen to have an online friend, do not share any private information about your life outside the internet. For example, where you live.

Using the internet a lot would make you come across mean comments people say for fun. Bullying that is done online is also known as cyber-bullying. Cyber-bullying can easily affect someone, as it's literally bullying just online. Sometimes cyber-bullying could get so bad that it can cause suicide, how? Rude, disgusting people online sometimes send DEATH THREATS to people they dislike.
Using the internet a lot would make you come across mean comments people say for fun. Bullying that is done online is also known as cyber-bullying. Cyber-bullying can easily affect someone, as it's literally bullying just online. Sometimes cyber-bullying could get so bad that it can cause suicide, how? Rude, disgusting people online sometimes send DEATH THREATS to people they dislike.

Now let's talk about screen time. The internet can be really addicting, as i've said, people also use it for entertainment, so when you enjoy something so much, you would like to keep doing it. But, too much screen time can damage your eyes, so i suggest resting in between your usages of your device.

I personally use a lot of social media, but I use it just to support my idols and content creators. I avoid getting any online friends. Remember to be responsible and careful when you're using the internet, bye.
One day my parents and I were in a hospital, and we needed to go to the elevator. I ran to the elevator. That time I was only 6 or 7 years old. I entered the elevator but before my parents could go inside, it closed. I was all alone in the elevator. And I didn’t know which floor we needed to go to, so I clicked the random buttons and the elevator got stuck. I was very scared that I would die and I started crying very loudly. It might have taken some time for my parents to contact the staff to get help and for the staff to fix the elevator and help get me out, but it seemed like forever for me. But anyway, after that incident, I have never gone to the elevator alone. I am just very scared.

Nalinnipa

When I was 4 years old, I went to Japan with my family. At the train station, I was too excited, so I quickly got on the train and then the train door closed. I was so scared. I cried and then my mother quickly told the staff to take me to the next station. My mother boarded the next train to pick me up at the next station. I learned from this experience that I shouldn’t be too excited and should not be separated from my family because I still can’t take care of myself.

Teshinee

Once when I was young, it was close to midnight when I had put my hand on the hinge of the door and my mom closed the door. *BAAM*! My nails were crushed, and I was crying so hard. Then we had to go search for a hospital because it was midnight, so some were closed, and I was still screaming because it was hurting. So, we finally came to the AIT clinic, and they put bandages around my fingers and then I had to stay in the bandages for 1-2 weeks.

Aahana
One day, I went to a hotel to have a relaxing weekend. With the breeze of the ocean, I played in the pool. Aah! I felt wonderful. We went to the pool before the guard because it's the period where less people came. We liked climbing up the water slide because the force of the water made it feel like waves. There was my sister and I sliding down a water slide. I was really enjoying it. But my mother didn't enjoy it. She told us to stop but we didn't listen. Half an hour later, we were playing by the pool until I scratched my knee. But I was lucky that it was not painful. After a short period of time, my sister slipped and started bleeding on her chin. She was immediately brought to the hospital. After twenty stitches, she was alright. I told my mother "I would never do this again."

Proundpimfha

Acrostic poem

Pink stands for love.
Apples are sweetheart.
Trees grow on others.
Inside your heart is pink
Time of love is good
Tea can make us warm.
A heart is a gold.
PATITTA G2A
Which poem makes you feel sad and why? Add a heading

The poem that made me feel sad was The Passenger Pigeons. The reason why it made me sad, was how it talks about animals getting caged and shot until they go extinct. The line "Yes, it’s 1914 and here I am, caged in the Cincinnati Zoo." broke my heart the most. It showed that the animals loved to be free out in the open and they ended up getting caged and stuck in a zoo. At the beginning of the poem, the writer talks about how many of the birds there were. They were as common as the pigeons you find in the city! There were billions of them but then they started getting hunted and became extinct. The pigeon was an amazing bird, and it became extinct just because humans over-hunted this creature. Therefore, we should be careful about how many of the animals we hunt and take care of. This was not the first-time humans over-hunted a bird species. The same thing happened to the Dodo. The Dodo became extinct. We must make sure to be careful towards animals.

Aishee Pal - Grade 5 B

My First Day of Diving

Rosaryn, Grade 4 A

On the first day, I went to an island and I was excited because it was my first time on an island. I did not know that I will go diving. I am very scared of fish. On the day I am going to go diving I was a bit excited. First, we went into a cave but I was not so scared because I did not see any fish. I just sat down on a floater. When I reached the end of the cave, I was not scared anymore. I went back and I saw fish under the boat. When we went to the other place, it was where I saw a lot of fish. There were corals and a lot of fish. It was not so deep; it was about half of my sister’s body. I don’t want to jump into the water because there were too many fishes down there. My mom, my uncle, my aunt told me to jump into the water. I tried jumping but I really did not want to do it. I jump into the water on my second try and I did not stop moving. I got on the floater again and looked down. I did not know why I looked down but there was fish there too! I screamed and hopped into the boat. When we are going back to the resort I was sleepy. I did not sleep but before I was back at the resort, I just looked at the ants climbing. I ate snacks that I prepared before we went to the island. When I went back, I just watched videos on YouTube until lunch. I ate a lot. After eating, I played on the sand and swam in the sea. I swam not too far because I was still scared because I thought that there will be fish that will swim by. We rode a boat going to the other side of the island. The water was very rough and we saw a baby turtle.
MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY
CHANTAWAT SUKSUDAJ
Grade 3

Chapter 1 - PERSONAL INFORMATION

I was born on Tuesday, September 25, 2012 at 2:43 p.m. at Phyaathai 3 Hospital. At birth, I was 52 centimeters long and weighed 3.68 kilograms. My father nicknamed me RAI and my mother named me Chantawat Sukswap, which means to be a good man.

Everyone was very happy, I am an only child of my family.

Chapter 2 – EARLY LIFE

When I was a kid, my father liked to stop me to make me sleep. I used to be very happy and sleep well. My favorite song to sing is ABC. I had my first tooth at 6 months old. I started to speak until at 1 year. The first word I could say was mam.

I started learning to walk when I was 13 months old. My grandfather trained and cared for me nearby.

Chapter 3 – Education

When I started kindergarten I was three and a half years old. In the morning of my first day. I felt so excited and I thought it was a long ride to school. When I reached school I was even more excited because I can see many teachers and friends. I didn’t know they were friendly to me or not. My teacher was Mrs. Rattana and K. Pimpa, both were kind. When I first studied English I didn’t understand. K. Pimpa helped me by explaining it to me in Thai.

In AITIS I have five favorite subjects, they are Math and Science. They are interesting subjects. At lunch whenever I had free time I went to the playground to play on the slides because when we slide down it was fast and fun! I was also interested in playing dress. I saw on the bulletin board that there was a dress competition so I joined to play dress after school. The teacher who taught me to play dress was Ms. Manichi. The game was so challenging because it was thinking game and I like thinking game.

One memorable event that occurred during my school years was tug of war, running and cheering out team on Sports Day. Many parents and teachers joined activities. My parents came to cheer me! School is FUN!

My favorite teachers were Teacher Janice, Bless, Karrythy and Anpan. They were kind to me. They taught me how to read and write from the beginning. They gave knowledge to me. My good friends were Nj, Similan, Anabha, Sippakorn and Manichi. When we played together, they were friendly and helpful. We shared something to eat and when I didn’t know how to do the homework they helped me how to do it. I liked grade three because there was math project in math, and I like multiply. At AITIS there were many teachers who taught me, any teacher was Mrs. Rattana. The 1st grade was Teacher Bless, 2nd grade was Teacher Anpan. Now I am in 3rd grade and my teacher is Teacher Karrythy.
Welcome to my Community by Pin Pu

My name is Nonthaburi. My Community's
name is Nonthaburi. It is big. There are
many houses in my community. My house
is near the shop, church, bank, and mall.
The nearest places

from my house are
the park, pool, and
seven-ten. Other places
in my community are
the library, school, and
zoo. My favorite
place in my community
is the pool. It is my
favorite place
because

my family likes to
swim. My family
likes to go to zoo.
We see the
dolphin show. There
are many animals at
the zoo. I love my
community because
it is cleaning.

My name poem

Pudd

Pigs is one of my favorite farm animals.
Undy came she is not happy.
Did she do her homework?
Dayna came she is happy, very happy.
Penny my pig is very funny.
Undy said she had a bunny.
Undy said she had ten homework to finish.
Number five is very easy, peasy lemon squeezy.

Pudd, Grade 2B

Narada, Grade 1A
Minecraft versus Hole.io
By Sofia and Nicharee of Grade 4 B

Have you ever thought of the similarities and differences between Minecraft and Hole.io? Well, today we will be answering all of your questions, but first, you should know about their game types. Minecraft is a sandbox game while Hole.io is a puzzle game. Now, let’s get started on the information that we really need.

Minecraft and Hole.io are similar in many ways, but the most notable of all is that they are both fun and engaging games. But that’s not all, there are many others. For example, in both games, we can customize our characters, they both have some strategic violence, and they were both developed in Europe.

There are many differences between these two games, too. The most obvious is that Minecraft is a sandbox game whereas Hole.io is a puzzle or strategy game. Other examples are that Minecraft is a block game whereas Hole.io is a city or a simulator game. Minecraft has many mobs and animals, and lastly, you can interact with Minecraft in many ways while in Hole.io, there is only one way to interact with the game.

Now that you know the comparisons and contrasts between both, hopefully, you will not be confused next time.

The Magic Gem
Rabail, Grade 3B

One day the king of the sea was reading about a magic gem. When he found out about it, he told the elder daughter Amanda to look for it. He gave her a map. Amanda’s younger sister Ora asked her father, “may I go with my sister?” Her father answered, “it is too dangerous for you, Ora.” Ora got angry and began to mumble. Then when Amanda was going, Ora followed her.

It wasn’t easy to get to where the magic gem was. They must pass through different places before they can successfully find the precious treasure. First, they had to go through the sharks’ cave, deadly fish home, then to the witches’ cave, where the magic gem was hidden and kept as the map explained. The girls went through the shark’s cave and the deadly fish house. Finally, they reach the witch’s cave. Ora accidentally got trapped in one of the spider webs. The witch saw this and was very joyful and excited. The witch’s plan successfully made them trap to eat the kids. When the witch saw Ora trapped in the spider web, the witch was about to eat her. Amanda saw Ora trapped from a distance, so she tried to save her. But instead of saving, Amanda got trapped too. When the witch saw Amanda, she was thrilled. The witch’s plan successfully made them trap to eat the kids. The father tried to trick the witch and passed many difficulties to save the daughters, and he almost lost the battle between him and the witch. Fortunately, their father reached them, got the magic gem, and returned safely!
Student-Centered Activities
Pre-School Section
Well Done!
Student-Centered Activities
Elementary Section
Nicharee will explain what 4 seasons are

The 4 seasons are Winter, Spring, Autumn, Summer. So for Winter, it is so cold and snowy. Spring is hot like summer and also a lot of flowers bloom. Autumn is a day that the tree change color into red, orange, or yellow and then the leaves falls down. Summer is hot and dry.

Making of DNA origami model
TENOCHTITLÁN FACTS

- The Aztecs built a 10-mile long dike that sealed off a portion of the lake. It helped keep the water fresh and protected the city from flooding.
- Large crowds of as many as 8,000 people would sometimes gather in the central area.
- The city was divided into four zones and twenty districts.
- The Aztec Emperors built their palaces near the temple district.
**CHINAMPAS**

By RMah, Pitsilamon, Varat, Isaiah, Yathida, and Benrarr

**HOW IS CHINAMPAS DISCOVERED?**
Chinampas were discovered by the Aztec civilization.

**HOW OLD IS CHINAMPAS?**
Chinampas were built by the Aztecs 1000 years ago.

**WHAT GROWS IN CHINAMPAS?**
The crops grown on chinampas were maize, squash, amaranth, tomatoes, manioc, chili peppers, and potatoes.

**HOW EFFICIENT ARE CHINAMPAS?**
They save more than 80% on water compared to conventional irrigation systems.

---

**Sahara**

The Sahara Desert is the world's largest hot desert and the third largest desert behind Antarctica and the Arctic. Located in North Africa, it covers large sections of the continent - covering 9,000,000 square kilometers which is comparable to the area of China or the US. Scientists estimate that the Sahara's area has grown by 10% larger than it was nearly a century ago.

---

**Good Vibes**

Tadol, Grade 5A
Student-Centered Activities
Subject Teachers

Tips and Tricks
Smith, Grade 6

Tips and Tricks
Peerawich, Grade 2A
Sanadi, Grade 6
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